The cause of our ailments are
hidden in the energetic body

A few comments

« I consult for a pain in my shoulder, but the next day
the headache that has been haunting me for 30 years
is gone. My sleep is better. What a surprise!!! Better
not to wait any longer. »
« I felt as though you had gone into my whole body
and that you had massaged all my organs. I relaxed
as never before. How did you do this? »

Trainer

To Elevate One’s Vibration

«I had a tendonitis-bursitis which was mostly calcified.
After a first session, my healing went from 20 to 80%
in three days »
« I had been dragging for several months. I had no
energy and now I feel myself coming back to life. I
feel like working again. I feel motivated. »
« The aches and pains in my shoulder which had
lasted for two years completely disappeared. In the
last 15 days, I have undertaken the task of completely renovating my kitchen. My nights are no
longer the same »
« I feel that I am released. My spirit is working
better; positive thougths fill my head. »
« Before, I was feeling trapped [anxiety attacks and
depression], as if in a cage; now I am liberated. »
« My cat « Patoche » had wounds behind his paws.
Usually this requires cortisone injections. Everything is
completely gone. »
« I received, with your treatment, unhoped for relief.
My doctor had diagnosed arthritis in my spine. But a
miracle occurred on a certain Wednesday morning. »
« Since these three sessions, I feel like a new man,
and wanted to say so. »
« Thank-you for this session at a distance; a moment
afterward my husband no longer had the headache
which had been dragging on for three weeks. »
« I helped a two-week old baby who was not moving
his left arm, was having respiratory difficulty, and
who was also suffering from jaundice. Everything
went back to order very quickly. » - A participant who
is beginning.

To Heal Oneself
To Offer Oneself a quantum leap

Born in Jonquiere (Saguenay), I started my professional life as a high school mathematics teacher.
During the second part of my life, on the South
Shore of Montreal, I continued to teach but with the
arrival of my three wonderful children I was fortunate
enough to stay home with them. I spent some of my
time taking classes in holistic/complementary medicine, until Life took me by the hand and brought me
toward Shiatsu massage and Healing Touch. A
woman doctor started to send me her clients, and
before I knew it a new career was set in motion.
After 15 years of pure happiness working in massage therapy, on August 2, 1999, an event occured
which has changed the course of my practice. From
that day comes a new energetic approach as well as
a training session which I presently offer in Quebec
and abroad.
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A New Energy Frequency which
restructures, rebalances,
harmonizes, and rejuvinates
the physical body in all its dimensions,
via the energetic body.
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A Divine Gift
While practicing Shiatsu massage and using various
energetic techniques, I find myself able to develop
my sensitivity as well as some ‘unsuspected’
talents.
Then, on August 2, 1999, while I am in the process
of explaining to a young woman how I will be working on her, in relation to her problem, I find myself
bestowed upon by a divine gift. Surprise!
After the session, she gets up from her chair, radiant,
and tells me that she no longer has any symptoms.
Her discomfort has completely disappeared! I am
astounded by what has just happened to me. I
realize then that I have just worked directly on her
energetic body, without touching her, sitting one
meter away from her. Additionally, she describes to
me all the work she feels in her physical body by the
mere movement of my hands.
Since that day, I am fully confident in this divine gift.
My only work consists of following the divine energy
which guides my hands. They bring about the
restructuring of the energetic body and, following
that, the physical body uses this new power to heal
itself. The cells’ vibrations increase, stimulate the
stagnant energy of blocages, and liberates them.
The healing process is put in motion.

The most surprising thing about this divine
gift is that it is already an integral part of
our cells. A few years after coming in contact with it; I now have the priviledge of
awakening this healing power within you
so that you can also use this powerful
energy as I do, in love and joy. The divine
now takes the place of the personality.
The results surprise many sceptics. The most important
thing here is this; if you are well in your physical body,
your whole being will feel it. This is what happiness is!

Services Offered
RESTRUCTURING OF
THE ENERGETIC BODY
CONNEXION DIVINE has taught me a particular
way of working with this new frequency of energy
that I have named « restructuration du corps
energetique » (RCE/CD) (restructuring of the energetic body) I could define it as such : new energetic
approach which consists of giving back to the
energy body its original form and position, well
centered around the physical body, while liberating it
from all traces of past traumas; physical (accident,
surgery, fall, etc) as well as emotional (grief, job
loss, divorce, etc); all of which create knots, bends,
blocages, and crystalizations in the energetic body.
Once the energies have been liberated, the physical
body begins to vibrate at a higher frequency. This in
turn activates the circulation of energy into the cells,
thereby activating the healing process, at all levels
of your being.
In other words, the primary essence of CONNEXION
DIVINE is to repair your energetic house so that
your physical body can live comfortably within it, in
harmony and health.
Evolution of the
restructuring of the
energetic body

RESTRUCTURING OF YOUR
ENERGETIC BODY at a distance
You can lie down on your bed at home, in your own
house, rather than on the armchair in my office, on a
specific day at a specific time. You will experience
the same effects and will obtain the same results as
you would in my office.
Meetings by appointment: (450) 446-3069
Register your name on my «infolettre», on my
website to experience a few sessions at a distance
which are offered free throughout the year.

Training
Know yourself and Heal yourself through the

CONNEXION DIVINE

MC

Description of the training:
This is the primary goal of the training: Know who you
are and connect with your divine power so that you can
exert your own healing power, first for yourself, and
then for others.
The CONNEXION DIVINE is now considered to be a
new approach to energetic healing, as well as one that
is most revolutionary because of its simplicity and
effectiveness, and which is activated by a powerful
energy frequency.
MC

Why look elsewhere and solicit any other
«power» if everything is already within us?
The power to heal is within us and it is now time to
use it for our own healing, and for those who are
close to us.
The CONNEXION DIVINE has taught me that the
cause of our ailments is hiding in the energetic body,
and that it is through a restructuring of the energetic
body (RCE/CD) that the healing process can be set
in motion. It is with joy that I convey to you the knowledge that I have acquired since that Day. You will be
able to use this knowledge to better heal yourself
and to help those around you. This proves to be an
invaluable tool for you. Your healing power is astonishing. It is up to you to discover this and offer yourself this gift for life!

Training Sessions Offered to Everyone
and for Everyone
Two Sessions: Spring and Fall, in Quebec, France,
Belgium, Switzerland, Martinique and Guadeloupe,
Tahiti, Ile de la Reunion, etc.
Details and online registration on the site :
www.moniquelapointe.com

